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Abstract. Configuring Integrated Control Systems (ICSs) is largely
manual, time-consuming and error-prone. In this paper, we propose a
model-based configuration approach that interactively guides engineers
to configure software embedded in ICSs. Our approach verifies engineers’
decisions at each configuration iteration, and further, automates some
of the decisions. We use a constraint solver, SICStus Prolog, to auto-
matically infer configuration decisions and to ensure the consistency of
configuration data. We evaluated our approach by applying it to a real
subsea oil production system. Specifically, we rebuilt a number of existing
verified product configurations of our industry partner. Our experience
shows that our approach successfully enforces consistency of configura-
tions, can automatically infer up to 50% of the configuration decisions,
and reduces the complexity of making configuration decisions.
Keywords: Product configuration, Model-based software engineering,
Constraint satisfaction, UML/OCL.

1 Introduction
Modern society is increasingly dependent on embedded software systems such as
Integrated Control Systems (ICSs). Examples of ICSs include industrial robots,
process plants, and oil and gas production platforms. Many ICS producers follow
a product-line engineering approach to develop the software embedded in their
systems. They typically build a generic software that needs to be configured for
each product according to the product’s hardware architecture [5]. For example,
in the oil and gas domain, embedded software needs to be configured for various
field layouts (e.g., from single satellite wells to large multiple sites), for individ-
ual devices’ properties (e.g., specific sensor resolution and scale levels), and for
communication protocols with hardware devices.

Software configuration in ICSs is complicated by a number of factors. Em-
bedded software systems in ICSs have typically very large configuration spaces,
and their configuration requires precise knowledge about hardware design and
specification. The engineers have to manually assign values to tens of thousands
of configurable parameters, while accounting for constraints and dependencies
between the parameters. This results in many configuration errors. Finally, the
hardware and software configuration processes are often isolated from one an-
other. Hence, many configuration errors are detected very late and only after
the integration of software and hardware.



Software configuration has been previously studied in the area of software
product lines [20], where support for configuration largely concentrates on re-
solving high-level variabilities in feature models and their extensions [18, 13, 11],
e.g., the variabilities specified for end-users at the requirements-level. Feature
models, however, are not easily amenable to capturing all kinds of variabili-
ties and hardware-software dependencies in embedded systems. Furthermore,
existing configuration approaches either do not particularly focus on interac-
tively guiding engineers or verifying partial configurations [19, 6], or their notion
of configuration and their underlying mechanism are different from ours, and
hence, not directly applicable to our problem domain [16, 14].

Contributions. We propose a model-based approach that helps engineers cre-
ate consistent and error-free software configurations for ICSs. In our work, a
large amount of the data characterizing a software configuration for a particular
product is already implied by the hardware architecture of that product. Our
goal is, then, to help engineers assign this data to appropriate configurable pa-
rameters while maintaining the consistency of the configuration, and reducing
the potential for human errors. Specifically, our approach (1) interactively guides
engineers to make configuration decisions and automates some of the decisions,
and (2) iteratively verifies software and hardware configuration consistency. We
evaluated our approach by applying it to a subsea oil production system. Our
experiments show that our approach can provide certain types of user guidance
in an efficient manner, and can automate up to 50% of configuration decisions for
the subjects in our experiment, therefore helping save significant configuration
effort and avoid configuration errors.

In Section 2 we motivate the work and formulate the problem by explaining
the current practice in configuring ICSs. We give an overview of our model-
based solution in Section 3. SimPL methodology [5] for modeling families of
ICSs is briefly presented in Section 4. We present our model-based approach to
the abovementioned configuration problems in Section 5. An implementation of
our approach as a prototype tool is presented in Section 6. An evaluation of the
approach using our prototype tool is given in Section 7. In Section 8, we analyze
the related work. Finally we conclude the paper in Section 9.

2 Configuration of ICSs: Practice and Problem Definition
Figure 1 shows a simplified model of a fragment of a subsea production system
produced by our industry partner. As shown in the figure, products are com-
posed of mechanical, electrical, and software components. Our industry partner,
similar to most companies producing ICSs, has a generic product that is config-
ured to meet the needs of different customers. For example, different customers
may require products with different numbers of subsea Xmas trees. A subsea
Xmas tree in a subsea oil production system provides mechanical, electrical, and
software components for controlling and monitoring a subsea well.

Product configuration is an essential activity in ICS development. It involves
configuration of both software and hardware components. Currently, software
and hardware configuration is performed separately in two different departments
within our industry partner. In the rest of this paper, whenever clear from the
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context, we use configuration to refer either to the configuration process or to
the description of a configured artifact.

The software configuration is done in a top-down manner where the configura-
tion engineer starts from the higher-level components and determines

«HwComponent»
xt1: XmasTree

«artifact»
semAppA: SemApplication

s1: Sensor s2: Sensor v1: Valve

«ICSystem»
toySps: SubseaProdSystem

«communication path»
controls/monitors

«HwComputingResource»
semA: SubseaElectronicModule

Fig. 1. A fragment of a simpli-
fied subsea production system.

the type and the number of their constituent
(sub)components. Some components are invariant
across different products, and some have parame-
ters whose values differ from one product to an-
other. The latter group, known as configurable
components, may need to be, further, decomposed
and configured. The configuration stops once the
type and the number of all the components and the
values of their configurable parameters are given.

For example, software configuration for a fam-
ily of subsea production systems starts by identify-
ing the number and locations of SemApplication in-
stances. Each instance is then configured according
to the number, type, and other details of devices
that it controls and monitors. To do this, the configuration engineer (the person
who does the configuration) is typically provided with a hardware configuration
plan. However, she has to manually check if the resulting software configura-
tion conforms to the given hardware plan, and that it respects all the software
consistency rules as well. In the presence of large numbers of interdependent
configurable parameters this can become tedious and error-prone. In particular,
due to lack of instant configuration checking, human errors such as incorrectly
entered configuration data are usually discovered very late in the development
life-cycle, making localizing and fixing such errors unnecessarily costly.

In short, the existing configuration support at our industry partner faces the
following challenges (which seem to be generalizable to many other ICSs [5]): (1)
Checking the consistency between hardware and software configurations is not
automated. (2) Verification of partially-specified configurations to enable instant
configuration checking is not supported. (3) Engineers are not provided with suf-
ficient interactive guidance throughout the configuration process. In our previous
work [5], we proposed a modeling methodology to properly capture and docu-
ment, among other things, the software-hardware dependencies and consistency
rules. In this paper, we build on our previous work to develop an automated
guided configuration tool that addresses all the above-mentioned challenges.

3 Overview of our approach
Figure 2 shows an overview of our automated model-based configuration ap-
proach. In the first step, we build a configurable and generic model for an ICS
family (the Product-line modeling step). In the second step, the Guided configu-
ration step, we interactively guide users to generate the specification of particular
products complying with the generic model built in the first step.

During the product-line modeling step, we provide domain experts with
a UML/MARTE-based methodology, called SimPL [5], to manually create a
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product-line model describing an ICS family. The SimPL methodology enables
engineers to create product line models from textual specifications and the scat-
tered domain experts knowledge. These models can then be utilized to automate
the configuration process. They include both software and hardware aspects as
well as the dependencies among them. The dependencies are critical to effective
configuration. Currently, most of these dependencies exist as tacit knowledge
shared by a small number of domain experts, and only a fraction of them, mostly
those related to software, have been implemented in the existing tool used by
our industrial partner. Our domain analysis [5], however, showed that failure
to capturing all the dependencies have led to critical configuration errors. We
briefly describe and illustrate the SimPL methodology in Section 4.

----------
----------
-------

Specification of 
an ICS family

Product-family 
modeling

Generic model 
(SimPL model)

Guidance

Product 
specification

Configuration 
data from 

user

Domain expert 
knowledge

Guided 
configuration

Fig. 2. An overview of our configuration approach.

During the configuration step, engineers create full or partial product speci-
fications by resolving variabilities in a product-line model. In our work, configu-
ration is carried out iteratively, allowing engineers to create and validate partial
product specifications, and interactively, guiding engineers to make decisions at
each iteration. Therefore, our approach alleviates two shortcomings of the exist-
ing tool discussed in Section 2. Our configuration mechanism enables engineers
to resolve variabilities in such a way that all the constraints and dependencies
are preserved. At each iteration, the engineer resolves some of the variabilities
by assigning values to selected configurable parameters. Our configuration en-
gine, which is implemented using a constraint solver, automatically evaluates the
engineer’s decisions and informs her about the impacts of her decision on the yet-
to-be-resolved variabilities, hence, guiding her to proceed with another round of
configuration. In Sections 5 and 6, we describe in details how the configuration
step is designed and implemented, respectively.

4 Product-line modeling
In the first step of our approach in Figure 2, we use the SimPL modeling method-
ology [5] to create a generic model of an ICS family. The SimPL methodology
enables engineers to create architecture models of ICS families that encompass,
among other things, information about variability points in ICS families.

The SimPL methodology organizes a product-line model into two main views:
the system design view, and the variability view. The system design view presents
both hardware and software entities of the system and their relationships using
the UML class diagram notation [1]. Classes, in this view, represent hardware or
software entities distinguished by MARTE stereotypes [2]. The dependencies and
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constraints not expressible in class diagrams are captured by OCL constraints [3].
The variability view, on the other hand, captures the set of system variabilities
using a collection of template packages. Each template package represents a
configuration unit and is related to exactly one class in the system design view.
Template parameters of each template package in the variability view are related
to the configurable properties of the class related to that package. Template
packages and template parameters are inherent features in UML and are intended
to be used for the specification of generic structures. In the reminder of this
section, we first describe a small fragment of a subsea product-line model, which
is used as our running example. Then, using our running example, we provide a
model-based view on the essential configuration activities mentioned in Section 2.
4.1 A subsea product-line model
Figure 3 shows a fragment of the SimPL model for a subsea production sys-
tem1, SubseaProdSystem. In a subsea production system, the main computation
resources are the Subsea Electronic Modules (SEMs), which provide electronics,
execution platforms, and the software required for controlling subsea devices.
SEMs and Devices are contained by XmasTrees. Devices controlled by each SEM
are connected to the electronic boards of that SEM. The electronic boards are
categorized into four different types based on their number of pins. Software
deployed on a SEM, referred to as SemAPP, is responsible for controlling and
monitoring the devices connected to that SEM. SemAPP is composed of a num-
ber of DeviceControllers, which is a software class responsible for communicating
with, and controlling or monitoring a particular device. The system design view
in Figure 3 represents the elements and the relationships we discussed above.

System 
Design View

Variability View

Fig. 3. A fragment of the SimPL model for the subsea production system.

The variability view in the SimPL methodology is a collection of template
packages. The upper part in Figure 3 shows a fragment of the variability view
for the subsea production system. Due to the lack of space we have shown only
two template packages in the figure. As shown in the figure, the package Sys-
temConfigurationUnit represents the configuration unit related to the class Sub-
seaProdSystem in the system design view. Template parameters of this package
specify the configuration parameters of the subsea production system, which
1 This is a sanitized fragment of a subsea production case study. For a complete model, see [5].
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are: the number of XmasTrees, and SEM applications (semApps). Some of the
other configurable parameters in Figure 3 are: the number and type of device
controllers in a SemAPP as shown in SemAppConfigUnit using the template pa-
rameter controllers, the number of SEMs and devices in a XmasTree, etc.

As mentioned earlier, the SimPL model may include OCL constraints as well.
Two example OCL constraints related to the model in Figure 3 are given below.

context Connection inv PinRange
self.pinIndex >= 0 and self.sem.eBoards->asSequence()->

at(self.ebIndex+1).numOfPins > self.pinIndex

context Connection inv BoardIndRange
self.ebIndex >= 0 and self.ebIndex < self.sem.eBoards->size()

The first constraint states that the value of the pinIndex of each device-to-
SEM connection must be valid, i.e., the pinIndex of a connection between a device
and a SEM cannot exceed the number of pins of the electronic board through
which the device is connected to its SEM. The second constraint specifies the
valid range for the ebIndex of each device-to-SEM connection, i.e., the ebIndex
of a connection between a device and a SEM cannot exceed the number of the
electronic boards on its SEM.
4.2 Configuration activities in a model-based context
As mentioned in Section 2, configuration involves a sequence of two basic ac-
tivities: (1) specifying the type and the number of (sub)components, and (2)
determining the values for the configurable parameters of each component, while
satisfying the constraints and dependencies between the parameters. We ground
our configuration approach on the SimPL methodology and redefine the notion of
configuration in modelling terms as follows: Given a SimPL model, configuration
is creating an instance model (i.e., product specification in Figure 2) conforming
to the classes, the dependencies between classes, and the OCL constraints spec-
ified in that SimPL model. Such instance model is built via two activities (1)
creating instances for classes that correspond to configurable components, and
(2) assigning values to the configurable parameters of those instances. For exam-
ple, to configure the subsea system in Figure 3, we need to first create instances
of XmasTree, SEM, Device, and SemApp, and then assign appropriate values to
the configurable variables of these instances. Note that value assignment may
imply instance creation as well. Specifically, a configurable parameter can rep-
resent the cardinality of an association. Assigning a value to such a parameter
automatically implies creation of a number of instances to reach the specified
cardinality.

5 Interactive model-based guided configuration
The outcome of the configuration step in Figure 2 is a (possibly partial) model of
a product that is consistent with the SimPL model describing the product family
to which that product belongs. In our approach, SimPL models are described
using class-based models, while the product models are object-based. A product
model is consistent with its related SimPL model when:
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– Each object in the product model is an instance of a class in the SimPL model.
– Two objects of types C1 and C2 are connected only if there is an association

between classes C1 and C2 in the SimPL model.
– The object model satisfies the OCL constraints of the SimPL model.

The above consistency rules are invariant throughout our configuration pro-
cess, i.e., they hold at each configuration iteration even when the product model
is defined partially. In this section, we first describe how our approach guides
the user at each configuration iteration while ensuring that the above rules are
not violated. We then demonstrate how a constraint solver can be used to main-
tain the consistency rules throughout the entire configuration process, and to
automatically perform some of the configuration iterations.
5.1 Guided and automated configuration
The product configuration process is a sequence of value-assignment steps. At
each step, a value is assigned to one configurable parameter. A configurable pa-
rameter can represent (1) a property in an instance of a class, (2) the size of
a collection of objects in an instance of a class, or (3) the concrete type of an
instance.

A configuration is a collection of value-assignments, from which a full or
partial product model can be generated. A configuration is complete when all the
configurable parameters are assigned a specific value, and is partial otherwise.
Each configurable parameter has a valid domain that identifies the set of all
values that can be assigned to that configurable parameter without violating
any consistency rule. Below, we describe the guidance information that our tool
provides to the user at each iteration of the configuration process.
Valid domains. At each iteration, the tool provides the user with the valid
domains for all the configurable parameters. Such domains are dynamically
recomputed given previous iterations. The values that the user provides should
be within these valid domains, or otherwise, the user’s decision is rejected and
he receives an error message. For example, the valid domain for the config-
urable parameter pinIndex is initially 0..63. Therefore, if a user assigns to this
parameter a value outside 0..63 his decision will be rejected.
Decision impacts. If the user’s decision is correct, the decision is propagated
through the configuration to identify its impacts on the valid domains of other
configurable parameters. This may result in pruning some values from the valid
domains of some configurable parameters. For example, the valid domain for
the type of an eBoard in a SEM is initially {8_PIN, 16_PIN, 32_PIN, 64_PIN}
(the set of all literals in the enumeration ElecBoard). If a user configures a Con-
nection in a SEM by assigning 2 to ebIndex, and 13 to pinIndex, then according
to the OCL invariant PinRange (defined above), the third eBoard in that SEM
must at least have 14 pins. Therefore, such a value-assignment removes 8_PIN
from the valid domain of the type of the third eBoard, resulting in the pruned
valid domain {16_PIN, 32_PIN, 64_PIN}.
The impacts of the decisions are then reported to the user, in terms of reduced
valid domains.
Value inference. After value-assignment propagation and pruning, the tool
checks if the size of any valid domains is reduced to one. The configurable
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parameters with singleton valid domains are set to their only possible value.
This enables automatic inferences of values for some configurable parame-
ters, therefore, saving a number of value-assignment steps from the user. For
example, in Figure 3 there is a one-to-one deployment relationship between
SEM and SemApp. As a result, whenever the user creates a new instance of
SEM the tool automatically creates a new instance of SemApp and correctly
configures in it the cross-reference to the SEM. Inferring a value for a config-
urable parameter that represents the size of an object collection, is followed
by automatically creating and adding to that collection the required number
of objects.

5.2 Constraint satisfaction to provide guidance and automation
The main computation required for providing the aforementioned guidance and
automation is the calculation of valid domains through pruning the domains of
all the yet-to-be-configured parameters after each configuration iteration using
the user’s configuration decision.

In our approach, we use a constraint solver over finite domains to calculate
the valid domains. In this approach, the configuration space of a product fam-
ily forms a constraint system composed of a set of variables, x1, ..., xn, and a
set of constraints, C, over those variables. Variables represent the configurable
parameters, and get their values from the finite domains D1, ...,Dn. A finite do-
main is a finite collection of tags, that can be mapped to unique integers. We
extract the finite domains of variables from the types of the configurable param-
eters, enumerations, multiplicities, and OCL constraints in the SimPL model.
The constraint set C includes both the OCL constraints and the information,
e.g., multiplicities, extracted from the class diagrams in the SimPL model. A
configuration in this scheme corresponds to a (possibly partial) evaluation of the
variables x1, ..., xn. Using a constraint solver the consistency of a configuration
w.r.t the constraint set C is checked, and the valid domains, D∗

1, ..., D
∗
n, for all

the variables are calculated.
At each value-assignment step during the configuration, a value vi is as-

signed to a variable xi. This value assignment forms a new constraint c : xi = vi,
which is added to the constraint set C. The added constraint is then propagated
throughout the constraint system to identify the impacts of the assigned value
on other variables, and to prune and update the valid domains of those variables.
This process is realized through a simple and efficient Constraint Programming
technique called constraint propagation [15]. Constraint propagation is a mono-
tonic and iterative process. During constraint propagation, constraints are used
to filter the domains of variables by removing inconsistent values. The algorithm
iterates until no more pruning is possible.

Assigning a value to a variable representing the size of a collection relates
to adding items to, or removing items from the collection. Adding an item to a
collection implies introducing new variables to the constraint system. Similarly,
removing items from a collection implies removing variables from the constraint
system. As a result, to identify the impacts of changing the size of a collection,
new variables have to be added or removed during constraint propagation. This
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is possible as constraint propagation does not require the set of initial variables
to be known a priori. However, the process is no longer monotonic in that case
and may iterate forever. In our application, the number of added variables is
always bounded, avoiding any non-termination problems.

In our approach, we allow users to modify the previously assigned values
as long as the modification does not give rise to any conflict. Since we always
keep valid domains of all the configurable parameters up-to-date, conflicts can
be detected simply by checking whether the new value is still within the valid
domain of the modified configurable parameter. In the following section, we
further elaborate on the design of a tool implementing the configuration process
presented above.

6 Prototype tool

Figure 4 shows the architecture of the configuration engine that provides the
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Configuration Engine

Configuration 
Data from user
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Fig. 4. Architecture of the configuration tool.

guidance and automation men-
tioned in Section 5. Inputs to
the engine are the generic model
of the product family, and the
user-provided configuration data.
The configuration process starts by
loading the generic model. From
the loaded model, the configura-
tion engine extracts the first set of
the configurable parameters. These
configurable parameters are pre-
sented to the user via the inter-
active user interface for collect-
ing configuration decisions. In addi-
tion, the configuration engine gen-
erates a constraint model from the
input model of the product family. This constraint model is implemented in
clpfd, a library of the SICStus Prolog environment [8, 4]. In clpfd, each con-
figurable parameter is represented by a logic variable, to which is associated a
finite set of possible values, called a finite domain. After the generic model is
loaded, the configuration engineer starts an interactive configuration session for
entering configuration decisions.

The configuration engine iteratively and interactively collects configuration
decisions from the user. At each iteration, the user enters the values for one or
more configurable parameters. Using the domains of the configurable parameters,
the consistency of the configuration decisions is checked. If the entered values
are all consistent, the Query generator is invoked to create a new Prolog query
representing a constraint system that contains all the constraints created from
the collected configuration decisions. This Prolog query is then used to invoke
constraint propagation in order to prune the domains. The new domains serve
as inputs to the Inference engine, which implements the inference mechanism
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explained in Section 5.1 to infer values, and the Guidance provider, which reports
the impacts of configuration choices (e.g., updated domains).

6.1 The clpfd library of SICStus Prolog

Choosing Prolog as a host language for developing our configuration engine has
several advantages. First, Prolog is a well-established declarative and high-level
programming language, allowing fast prototyping for building a proof-of-concept
tool, and containing all the necessary interfaces to widely-used programming
languages such as Java or C++. In our tool development, we have used the
jasper library that allows invoking the SICStus Prolog engine from a Java
program. Second, as it embeds a finite domains constraint solver through the
clpfd library, this allows us to benefit from a very efficient implementation of
constraint propagation [9], and all the available constructs (e.g., combinatorial
constraints) that have been proposed for handling other applications.

6.2 Mapping to clpfd

To use the finite domains constraint engine of SICStus Prolog, we need to trans-
late an ICS product specification into clpfd. This requires: (1) translating the
SimPL model characterizing the ICS family, and (2) translating the instance
model representing the product.

In the first translation, we create a Prolog/clpfd program capturing the
UML classes, the relationships between the classes, and the OCL constraints of
the SimPL model. Our approach for this translation is very similar to a generic
UML/OCL to Prolog translation given by [7]. Briefly, we map UML classes
and relationships to Prolog compound terms, and every OCL (sub)expression
to a Prolog rule whose variables correspond to the variables of the given OCL
(sub)expression.

In the second translation, given an instance model, we create a SICStus
Prolog query to evaluate conformance of the instance model to its related SimPL
model (consisting of classes, their relationships, and OCL constraints) captured
as a Prolog program as discussed above. To build such query, we map each
instance in the given instance model to a Prolog list, and map every configurable
parameter of that instance to an element of that list. A configurable parameter
that is not yet assigned to a value becomes a variable in the list. For example, a
SICStus Prolog query related to an instance model looks like check_product(AIs,
Ids), where AIs is the list representation of all instances, and Ids is the list of
the identifiers of instances. The query generator in our tool is responsible for
generating these two lists from the instances created and configured by the user.
Given the query check_product(AIs, Ids), the constraint engine checks whether
the instance model specified by AIs and Ids conforms to the input SimPL model,
and if so, it provides the valid domains for all the variables in AIs. Note that the
calculation of the valid domains terminates because AIs contains a finite number
of variables (as the number of the instances in the product are finite), and all
variables take their values from finite domains.
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7 Evaluation
To empirically evaluate our approach, we performed several experiments which
are reported in this section. The experiments are designed to answer the following
three main research questions:

1. What percentage of the value-assignment steps can be saved using our au-
tomated configuration approach?

2. How much do the valid domains shrink at each iteration of configuration?
3. How long does it take to propagate a user’s decision and provide guidance?

Saving a number of value-assignment steps is expected to reduce the configu-
ration effort, and reduction of the domains decreases the complexity of decision
making. Therefore, answers to the first two research questions provide insights
on how much configuration effort can be saved. Answering the third research
question provides insights into the applicability and scalability of our technique.

To answer these questions we designed an experiment in which we rebuilt
three verified configurations from our industry partner using our configuration
tool. One configuration belongs to the environmental stress screening (ESS) test
of the SEM hardware, which we refer to in this section as the ESS Test. The
other two are the verified configurations of two complete products, which we
refer to in this section as Product_1 and Product_2. Table 1 summarizes the
characteristics of these configurations. We performed our experiments using the
simplified generic model of the subsea product family given in Section 4. Number
of objects and variables in Table 1 are calculated w.r.t that simplified model.

Table 1. Characteristics of the rebuilt configurations.

# XmasTrees # SEMs # Devices # Objects # Variables
ESS Test 1 1 111 226 343
Product_1 9 18 453 1396 2830
Product_2 14 28 854 2619 5307

We report in Sections 7.1-7.3 the evaluation and analysis that we performed
on the experiments to answer the above research questions. At the end of this
section, we also discuss some limitations, directions for future work, and the
generalizability of our approach.

7.1 Inference percentage
The configuration effort required for creating the configuration of a product is
expected to be proportional to the number of configuration iterations and the
number of value-assignment steps. Automating the latter is therefore expected
to save configuration effort and minimize chances for errors. To measure the ef-
fectiveness of our approach in reducing the number of value-assignment steps, we
have defined an inference rate which is equal to the number of inferred decisions
divided by the total number of decisions:

inference rate =
inferences

manual_decisions + inferences
(1)

Table 2 shows the inference rates in each case.
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Table 2. Inference rates.
# Manual decisions # Inferred decisions Inference rate (%)

ESS Test 373 16 4.11
Product_1 1459 1426 49.42
Product_2 2802 2783 49.82

Note that the inference rate for Product_1 and Product_2 is very close to 50
%. This is because of the structural symmetry that exists in the architecture of
the system. Structural symmetry is achieved in a product when two or more com-
ponents of the system have identical or similar configurations. We have modeled
the structural symmetries using two OCL constraints. One specifies that each
XmasTree has two SEMs (twin SEMs) with identical configurations (i.e., identi-
cal number and types of electronic boards and devices connected to them). The
other specifies that all the XmasTrees in the system have similar configurations
(e.g., all have the same number and types of devices). The first OCL constraint
applies to both Product_1 and Product_2, while the second applies to Prod-
uct_2 only. As a result, the inference rate for Product_2 is slightly higher than
that for Product_1. Neither of the OCL constraints applies to the ESS Test,
which contains only one XmasTree and one SEM. Therefore, it shows a very low
inference rate. In general, the architecture of the product family, and charac-
teristics of the product itself (e.g., structural symmetry) can largely affect the
inference rate.

Our experiment shows that our approach can automatically infer a large num-
ber of consistent configuration decisions specially for products with some degree
of structural symmetry. Assuming automated value-assignments have similar
complexity to manual ones, our approach can save about 50% of the configura-
tion effort of Product_1 and Product_2.

7.2 Reduction of valid domains

Pruned domains are the output of constraint propagation. Pruning of the do-
mains decreases the complexity of decisions to be made. As part of our exper-
iment, we measured how the domains shrink after each constraint propagation
step. Such reduction of the domains is measured by comparing the size of each
pruned domain before and after constraint propagation. This is possible and
meaningful because all the domains are finite. Table 3 shows the average re-
duction of domains for each case. Reduction rate in the table is defined as the
proportion of the reduction size (i.e., number of distinct values removed from
a domain) to the initial size of the domain (i.e., the number of distinct values
in a domain). In the calculations in Table 3 we have not considered domain
reductions that resulted in inferences. This result shows that the domains of
variables can be considerably reduced when a value is assigned to a dependent
variable. Specifically, it shows that, on average, after each value-assignment step
37.98% of the values of the dependent variables are invalidated. Without such
a dynamic recomputation of valid domains, there would be a higher risk for the
user to make inconsistent configuration decisions. Moreover, comparing the in-
ference rate from Table 2 and the reduction rate from Table 3 over the three
cases suggests that while structural symmetry can highly affect the inference
rate, it does not have a large impact on the reduction rate.
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Table 3. Average shrinking of the domains.

Count* Avg. initial domain size Avg. reduction size Avg. reduction rate (%)
ESS Test 732 30.557 13.803 45.17
Product_1 2564 62.125 21.367 34.39
Product_2 7557 35.97 14.205 39.49

Avg. over all cases: 37.98
* total number of domains that have been pruned or reduced.
Avg.: the average over all reduced domains in the whole configuration.

7.3 Constraint propagation efficiency
Providing automation and guidance as part of the interactive configuration

Fig. 5. Constraint propagation time grows
quadratically with the number of variables (with
a coefficient of determination of 0.9994).

process requires the underlying compu-
tation to be sufficiently efficient for our
approach to be practical.

We define the efficiency of our ap-
proach as the amount of time needed
for validating and propagating the user
decision. For this purpose, we have mea-
sured at each constraint propagation
step the execution time, and the num-
ber of variables in the constraint sys-
tem. Figure 5 shows the average time
required for propagating user decisions
after each value-assignment step. As
shown in this figure, for products with less than 1000 variables, it takes, on
average, less than one second to validate and propagate the decision. However,
this time grows polynomially with the number of variables, which itself is pro-
portional to the number of instances.

Since in our experiment we have used a simplified model of the product fam-
ily, we expect that for a complete model of the system the number of instances
and the number of variables be much higher than that in this experiment. How-
ever, our experiment shows that not all of these variables are dependent on each
other. To provide an insight into the level of dependency between variables, for
each case, we can compute the average number of reduced domains. The av-
erage number of reduced domains is 1.8 (2564 from Table 3 divided by 1459
from Table 2) for Product_1 and, 2.7 for Product_2. In other words, on av-
erage, each variable in Product_1 (Product_2) is dependent to less than two
(three) other variables. The polynomial (O(n2)) growth of the execution time
is, however, due to our current implementation, in which, we compute the valid
domains of all variables (not only the dependent variables) by creating a new
constraint propagation session after each value-assignment step. Therefore, we
expect that by optimizing our implementation and incrementally adding new
constraints to an existing constraint propagation session we can significantly
improve the efficiency of our approach. Such an optimization requires an ad-
ditional preprocessing step before creating queries and invoking the constraint
solver. This needs to be investigated in more depth and is left for future research.

7.4 Discussion
Limitations and directions for future work. The inference rate and the reduction
rate, in addition to be affected by the architecture of the product family, are
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affected by the order in which the decisions are made. An optimal order of
applying configuration decisions can be defined as the order which can result
in the maximum inference rate and reduction rate. The optimal order can be
reported to the user as additional guidance. Our current implementation does
not provide such a guidance and therefore the results reported in this paper are
probably, a lower bound for potential configuration effort savings. It is therefore
important that in the future we support the optimization of the ordering to
maximize inferred decisions and the reduction of domains. Devising criteria and
heuristics for finding such optimal order is one direction of our future work.

Another research question is "How useful is the guidance provided by our ap-
proach?". Answering this question requires conducting an experiment involving
human subjects. This experiment is also part of future work.

Generalizability of our approach. Like any other model-based engineering
approach, the effectiveness of our approach depends on the quality of the input
generic models. Our configuration approach can be used to configure only the
variabilities that are captured in the generic model of the product family. Sim-
ilarly, the approach can validate the decisions and automatically infer decisions
only based on the dependencies that are captured in the model. Our evalua-
tion in this paper shows that the SimPL methodology and notations that we
proposed in [5] enables the creation of models of the required quality.

The use of a constraint solver over finite domains limits our approach to the
constraints that capture restrictions on variables with finite domains. Constraint
solvers over continuous domains are available to overcome this limitation but
their integration with an efficient finite domains solver is still an open research
problem [10]. Moreover, as we have not encountered this type of constraint with
our industry partner, we don’t expect this to be a restriction in our context.

8 Related Work
Most of the existing work on constraint-based automated configuration in product-
line engineering focuses on resolving variabilities specified by feature models [17]
and their extensions [12]. Basic feature models cannot express complex variabil-
ities or dependencies required for configuring embedded systems [5]. However,
extended feature models that allow attributes, cardinalities, references to other
features, and cloning of features are, as mentioned in [11], as expressive as UML
class diagrams and can be augmented by OCL or XPath queries to describe
complicated feature relationships as well.

We compare our work with the existing automated configuration and veri-
fication tools proposed for extended feature models since these are the closest
to our SimPL models. FMP [11] is an Eclipse plug-in that enables creation and
configuration of extended feature models. FMP can verify full or partial config-
urations for a subset of extended feature models, specifically those with boolean
variables and without clonable features. FAMA [6] drops this limitation and
can verify extended feature models with variables over finite domains. However,
FAMA is more targeted towards the verification and analysis of feature models.
Therefore, it does not handle validating partial configurations or help build full
configurations iteratively. Finally, Mazo et. al. [19] use constraint solvers over
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finite domains to analyze extended feature models. This approach is the closest
to ours as it can handle all the advanced constructs in extended feature models,
and further enables verification of full and partial configurations.

The main limitation of all of the above approaches is that none of them
supports verification and analysis of complex constraints such as those in Section
4.1. These constraints express complex relationships between individual elements
or collections of elements and are instrumental in describing software/hardware
dependencies and consistency rules in embedded systems. Our tool, in addition
to verifying these constraints, provides interactive guidance to help engineers
effectively build configurations satisfying these constraints. Finally, to the best of
our knowledge, none of the above approaches have been applied to nor evaluated
on real case studies.

More recently, constraint satisfaction techniques have been used to automate
configuration in the presence of design or resource constraints [16, 14]. The main
objective is to search through the configuration space in order to find optimized
configurations satisfying certain constraints. Our work, however, focuses on inter-
actively guiding engineers to build consistent product configurations, a problem
that we have shown earlier in our paper to be important in practice. We do not
intend to replace human decision making during configuration. Instead, we plan
to support engineers when applying their decisions in order to reduce human
errors and configuration effort.

In contrast to related work in [16, 14], we enable users to interact with the
constraint solver during the search. This is because supporting user guidance
and interactive configuration are paramount to our approach. As a result, we
require a technique that is fast enough for instant interaction with users and
therefore cannot rely on dynamic constraint solving, which the authors in [16]
have shown to be orders of magnitude slower than the SICStus CLP(FD) library.
As for DesertFD in [14], it neither provides user guidance nor enables interactive
configuration.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an automated model-based configuration approach
for embedded software systems. Our approach builds on generic models created
in our earlier work, i.e., the SimPL models, and uses constraint solvers to inter-
actively guide engineers in building and verifying full or partial configurations.
We evaluated our approach by applying it to a real subsea production system
where we rebuilt three verified configurations of this system to evaluate three
important practical factors: (1) reducing configuration effort, (2) reducing pos-
sibility of human errors, and (3) scalability. Our evaluation showed that, in our
three example configurations, our approach (1) can automatically infer up to
50% of the configuration decisions, (2) can reduce the size of the valid domains
of the configurable parameters by 40%, and (3) can evaluate each configuration
decision in less than 9 seconds.

While our preliminary evaluations demonstrate the effectiveness of our ap-
proach, the value of our tool is likely to depend on its scalability to very large and
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complex configurable systems. In particular, being an interactive tool, its usabil-
ity and adoption will very much depend on how fast it can provide the guidance
information at each iteration. Our current analysis shows that the propagation
time grows polynomially with the size of the product. But we noticed in our
work that after each iteration only a very small subset of variables are affected.
Therefore, if we could reuse the analysis results from the previous iterations, we
could possibly improve the time it takes to analyze each round significantly.
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